and anomalous magnetoresistance of ≈ 63% at 14 K in 12 T applied field is observed for Sr2FeCoO6. The observed magnetoresistance could be explained by applying a semi-empirical fit consisting of a negative and a positive contribution and show that the negative magnetoresistance is due to spin scattering of carriers by localized magnetic moments in the spin glass phase.
Introduction
The rich physical properties of A 2 M M ′ O 6 (A = alkaline earth; M, M ′ = transition metal) double perovskites are well documented in the review article by Serrate et. al., [1] . One of the most-studied system in this respect is the ferromagnet Sr 2 FeMoO 6 (SFMO) [2] , which exhibits magnetoresistance at elevated temperature of about 420 K.
Structurally ordered as well as disordered SFMO were studied by Sarma et al., [2] who observed the existence of sharp changes in low-field MR in the case of ordered sample. Cobalt-doped Sr 2 FeMoO 6 also exhibits an appreciable MR (40 %) which was attributed to the inhomo-geneous magnetic state [3] . Structural defects like antisite disorder, antiphase boundaries and oxygen stoichiometry lead to competing magnetic phases in double perovskites [2, 4] . For example, magnetic spin glass phase stemming from intrinsic disorder was reported in nanoscale powders of Sr 2 FeMoO 6 [5] .
Most of the experimental investigations on double perovskite oxides where focused on compounds in which M and M ′ were a combination of first and third row transition metals (TM). Recently, the studies aimed at combining the first-row TMs (Co and Mn, for example) have pointed towards the importance of valence states of the TMs in these systems [6] . For example, Mn 3+ and Co
3+
can have intermediate spin states (IS) which can lead to Jahn-Teller (JT) distortions where the JT ion will have a single e g electron and the double degeneracy of e g state will be lifted by the distortion [7] . This will lead to itinerant behaviour of the single electron which will contribute to magnetic and transport properties.
There are only a few reports on experimental investigations on the Co based double perovskite, Sr 2 FeCoO 6 [8, 9] . Ab initio band structure calculations on Sr 2 FeCoO 6 showed that both Co and Fe make comparable contributions to ferromagnetism of the compound [10] where Co 4+ and Fe 4+ in high spin states can lead to metallicity and ferromagnetism. However, owing to the comparable ionic radii and valence states of Fe and Co (both in 4+ state), it is surprising that this material showed ferromagnetism. Recently, Co-based double perovskites have attracted interest also due to the excellent electrochemical performance as anode materials in solid oxide fuel cells [11] . In our previous investigation on the magnetic properties of Sr 2 FeCoO 6 , [12] clear signatures of spin glass state originating from structural disorder and multiple valence states of Fe/Co were obtained which motivated us to investigate its possible consequences on the magnetoresistive properties. In the present article we report a comprehensive study on the structure, Mössbauer and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, specific heat and magnetoresistance of Sr 2 FeCoO 6 .
Experimental
Sr 2 FeCoO 6 samples used in this study were prepared by sol-gel method as described elsewhere [12, 13] . Neutron powder diffraction (NPD) measurements at 12, 30, 60, 65
and 300 K were performed with neutron wavelength of 1.4789Å employing position sensitive detector. The crystal structure was refined by Rietveld method [14] using FULLPROF program [15] . Mössbauer measurements in transmission mode were performed with 57 Co source in constant acceleration mode using a Mössbauer spectrometer equipped with a Weissel velocity drive. The spectrum was collected at room temperature using Canberra S-100 constant-acceleration Mössbauer spectrometer having the 57 Co in Rh matrix. The velocity was calibrated using the spectra of α-Fe foil. The software Fit;O was used to analyze the Mössbauer spectrum [16] . Electron core level binding energy was analyzed using Philips X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (PHI5700). Specific heat measurements were performed using a semi-adiabatic heat pulse technique in the temperature range of 4-300 K at 0 T and applied field of 8 T. Electrical resistivity in 0 T and applied magnetic field of 6 T was measured employing standard four-probe method on circular pellets of Sr 2 FeCoO 6 .
Magnetoresistance measurements were carried out using a 12 T superconducting magnet in an exchange cryostat.
Results and Discussion

Neutron diffraction
The analysis of neutron diffraction data was performed using tetragonal I4/m space group, presented in figure 2.
A completely random occupancy of Fe and Co in the ter of the octahedra is defined as culation, two long and four short, it is obvious that Co
3+
shows Q 3 distortion mode [18] . which denote the ratio of equivalent primitive perovskite lattice parameters; and the distortion parameter
values of these parameters for SFCO are given in Table 2 .
From Table 2 , it is clear that the tetragonal strain defined as, e t = (c p −a p )/(c p +a p ), also shows an increase with increasing temperature. In order to signify the distortions of the octahedra, we have calculated the lattice parameters and the bond parameters at room temperature using the program SPuDS [20] (see, it probes the local environment of the cations and has been successfully used as a tool to explore the magnetism and electronic structure of the colossal magnetoresistive perovskites [21] . The experimentally obtained room temperature Mössbauer spectrum of SFCO is presented in Fig. 3(a) . The spectra shows paramagnetic behaviour and is deconvoluted in to three doublets with different isomer shifts and quadrupole splitting. On the basis of theoretical calculations using the difference in the electron density at the absorber and source, it was determined that the Fe
4+
in low-spin (LS) state will have an isomer shift (δ) value in the range 0.1-0.2 mm/s [22] . The isomer shift, δ, and quadrupole splitting of the paramagnetic components, ∆, determined using the least square fit are given in Table 3 , from which we found that the isomer shift for doublet 2 is in good agreement with that of low-spin Fe 4+ and doublet 3 for Fe 3+ in an octahedral coordination [23] . In compari- [27] rive at the possible combinations of different valence states for Fe and Co in SFCO. In Fig. 4 (a), a schematic of the possible spin states that explains the properties of SFCO is presented.
Specific Heat
The temperature dependent specific heat, C p (T ), in the range 4 -120 K at an applied field of 0 T as well as 8 T is presented in Fig. 5 (a) . A high value of specific heat, is shown in Fig. 5 (b) .
Spin glass systems show a strong linear dependence of specific heat at low temperatures [34, 35] and moreover the linear dependence was verified using a full mean field solution of a quantum Heisenberg spin glass model in large N Sr2FeCoO6   Table 5 . The fit-parameters obtained from the specific heat analysis performed using eqn. 1.
limit [36] . The disordered nature and the magnetic glassy state, as in the case of manganites [37] , also contribute to linear T dependence of specific heat. Resistivity measurements, discussed below ( Fig. 6 (a) [26] . Attempts to analyze the C p (T ) data including a T 3/2 term in order to take in to account the antiferromagnetic spin wave [40] were also made. However, the fitting was unfavourable due to the presence of powers of T with comparable magnitudes. The value of γ obtained from the fit is due to the spin glass nature and is comparable to the values observed in spin glass [41] and cluster glass perovskites [42] .
Magnetoresistance
The electrical resistance of SFCO in 0 and 6 T applied magnetic field is presented in Fig. 6 and a theory based on localized magnetic moments was proposed by Toyazawa [43] . Later, in an empirical model suggested by Khosla and Fischer [44] , a negative component to magnetoresistance stemming from the localized magnetic moment model of Toyazawa and a positive component due to the field dependence of Hall coefficient were combined to explain the data on CdS. In order to explain the observed magnetoresistance in SFCO, we employ the empirical relation derived by Khosla and Fischer. Thus, the isothermal MR was found to fit to the following expression,
where A 1 , A 2 , B 1 , B 2 and n are free parameters of fitting and H is the applied magnetic field. A 1 and A 2 are given by If, through such a degeneracy removal, the upper level of the two-fold e g states is available to an electron, it can strongly influence the conduction mechanism of SFCO. 
(7)
where A as given in eqn (9) and eqn (10) and R 3d is the normalized spherically symmetric radial functions, r is the radius and R is the Co-O bond length.
Using eqn. (9) and eqn. (10) we can arrive at eqn. (7) and eqn. (8 
Combining eqns (11) and (13) and converting Q to eV by a factor of and b 1g states as shown in Fig. 7 . The insulating behaviour of SFCO suggests that the conducting carriers are holes that lie mainly in a 1g state [47] . The holes are strongly coupled to lattice and leads to localization resulting in localized magnetic moments due to spin-phonon coupling.
A small contribution of positive MR is also seen in the present case which is associated with the spin glass behaviour observed in this system. Strong competition occurs between spin clusters and ferromagnetic state below the spin glass transition temperature. As an external magnetic field is applied the ferromagnetic coupling strength get enhanced and hence we observe a large magnetoresis- 
Conclusions
To summarize, the neutron diffraction study and subse- 
